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pound of trickery very bad conjuring rtiusde—read-
ing nous, and audacity,   combined with  effeminate
organisations,   furnished  them  with   the  requisite
qualifications    for    their    exhibition,   Mr.    Edwin
James has a  higher  claim to  the title of   thought
reader than either of the other two, because he really
gave an excellent intellectual treat for an entertain-
ment.    Travesties of imcdern spiritualism, and con-
juring in any form, are ignored by this  gentleman.
Of course he finds the pin, blindfolded, and repro-
duces much of the time and patience-killing experi-
ments of   the other   two   gentlemen.    He is  much
superior   to   them   in this.   He disclaims being a
thought-reader, and claims only to  reproduce  such
thoughts to which a physical shape has been given.
If three or four of his audience are formed into a
striking   group   upon the   platform  representing a
tragic,   dramatic,   or   domestic   scene,   should   his
medium picture the incident well upon his mind, he
(Mr. James) can reproduce the scene by replacing
the aforesaid individuals exactly in a similar position
to that in which the committee had then previously.
Ka accomplishes this by a twofold process, psycho-
logical impressions, and by muscle indications.   His
exhibition is the most genuine of the class. Thought-
reading is necessarily in an elementary stage just now.
Mesmeric subjects in the .waking state, and young
children who have not been mesmerised, make the
best sensitives.   The editor of the Nineteenth Cen-
tury formulated an  ingenious  theory about twenty
years ago in the Spectator, to account for the pheno-
menon.   It is difficult to understand how scientific
men can accept such a theory of brain waves, and a
universal 'impalpable elastic ether as an explanation
of the admitted facts, that thought can be read and
thought can be transferred, seeing that they reject
the  less   difficult   hypothesis of  Zoo-Magnetism or
nervous fluid—a material medium of surpassing and
inconceivable tenuity.   It is of less interest to many
how it is done, as it is true ?  Professor Barrett, of the
Boyal College  of Science,  Dublin, who is  also an

